Bajo la tierra, ...Las estrellas
ATACAMA – MUSEUM OF ASTRONOMY

T

he landscapes of Antofagasta are full of contrasted and shimmering colors. This lunar and natural
territory calls upon contemplation. The horizon line underlines noteworthy peculiarities.
We have chosen to include the museum of astronomy harmoniously inside this self-sufficient universe.
The establishment of the museum has to be delicate and sensitive, when the space of the museum itself
is conceived as particularly monumental. Thanks to this conception of the construction, the horizon
will not be disrupted and the museum will be developed under the ground level. It is conceived around
the idea of the promenade, offering a nice stroll to the visitor, rhythmed with numerous discoveries,
technical installations, unusual objects, around an outstanding architectural route.
The spaces of the museum are scaled from the ground level 0 to a maximal level 7 m underground. This
choice of a long and progressive descent allowed us to develop a simple percourse rhythmed with free
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spaces, monoliths and rifts in which the visitor will be able to learn and to discover numerous subjects
around astronomy but also to understand the point of settling here a place to observe the sky.
After having moved away from the city of San Pedro, in order to take all the time necessary to immerse
oneself in such a peculiar environment, the museum complex immediately offers two possibilities of
experimenting and discovering the sky. An itinerary on one, two or even three days can be considered
and a small number of visitors can go on excursions along with tourist guides who will guide those
interested in spending more time here to small accommodations units (for one to three people) where
they will have the possibility to spend a night and observe constellations on their own, to the naked eye
or with simple glasses. These units, spread across the landscape, are an alternative to a simple half-day
visit. They are conceived to allow the visitors to take some time for observation and contemplation.
The museum is another experimentation possibility, more usual but offering astronomic such as
architectural experiment!

Along the outdoor pedestrian backbone where one can go down between two veils, several rooms
surround the visitor when plunging into the heart of the museum. The understanding of the space is free
of any obstacles, and allows a permanent dialogue between the earth and the sky along the promenade.
While getting into the depth of the ground, the visitor is being proposed new tools, step by step, to
examine the stars. The museum falls into several areas which are precisely set, but which can be randomly
explored. This itinerary can be sequenced according to hours and needs. One can also visit punctually
only rooms of temporary exhibitions, or just have access to the promenade between earth and sky, or
even enjoy the amphitheatre open to night shows.
An amphitheatre punctuates the stroll and gives an outdoor breath to the visitor. Dug out on the hillside,
it punctually gives the possibility for groups to gather there, for night conferences and constellation
observation for example, and also gives a space for breaks, in a dynamic journey.
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